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ABSTRACT

Amultiagent system is a society of autonomous agents whose inter-
actions can be regulated via social norms. In general, the norms of a
society are not hardcoded but emerge from the agents’ interactions.
Specifically, how the agents in a society react to each other’s behav-
ior and respond to the reactions of others determines which norms
emerge in the society. We think of these reactions by an agent to the
satisfactory or unsatisfactory behaviors of another agent as commu-
nications from the first agent to the second agent. Understanding
these communications is a kind of social intelligence: these commu-
nications provide natural drivers for norm emergence by pushing
agents toward certain behaviors, which can become established
as norms. Whereas it is well-known that sanctioning can lead to
the emergence of norms, we posit that a broader kind of social
intelligence can prove more effective in promoting cooperation in
a multiagent system.

Accordingly, we develop Nest, a framework that models social
intelligence via a wider variety of communications and understand-
ing of them than in previous work. To evaluate Nest, we develop a
simulated pandemic environment and conduct simulation experi-
ments to compare Nest with baselines considering a combination
of three kinds of social communication: sanction, tell, and hint.

We find that societies formed of Nest agents achieve norms faster.
Moreover, Nest agents effectively avoid undesirable consequences,
which are negative sanctions and deviation from goals, and yield
higher satisfaction for themselves than baseline agents despite
requiring only an equivalent amount of information.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Social norms characterize collective and acceptable group conduct
and regulate agent behavior. Norms may be imposed top-down
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(as legal norms are) [42] or emerge bottom-up (when agents learn
acceptable behaviors from each other) [40]. Our interest is in the
emergence of norms bottom-up while accommodating top-down
norms. A norm emerges in a society when a substantial majority
of its agents take the same action in similar circumstances [33, 40].

We posit that the emergence of norms is driven by three kinds
of social communication from one agent to another in response to
the first agent observing certain behaviors by the second agent in
certain situations. These kinds of communication are

• Sanction: a punishment or reward [35] for an observed be-
havior,

• Tell: a direct normative message or explicit communication
of approval or disapproval [6] of an observed behavior, and

• Hint: an implicit communication conveying a positive or a
negative attitude toward an observed behavior.

Example 1. Sanction. Becka is symptomatic with COVID-19.
Alice meets Becka in a cafe and notices Becka’s symptoms. Alice
reports the violation of the healthcare guidance, leading to Becka
being required to undergo a compulsory quarantine at a designated
facility.

Example 2. Tell. Charlie notices Becka’s suspicious symptoms and
begins to worry about his safety. He tells Becka that if she roams in
public while symptomatic, she will be required to undergo a compul-
sory quarantine.

Example 3. Hint. David notices Becka’s symptoms and expresses
coldness near her. Becka interprets David’s negative attitude as a
reaction to her apparent violating safety guidelines by sniffling near
him. Becka feels guilty for wandering out while being symptomatic
and is anxious about the possibility of being reported.

The above social communications convey normative information
from which Becka learns that her behavior is inappropriate. In
addition, third parties who observe Becka’s behavior and follow the
social communications directed at Becka may alter their behavior
without directly having to be told.

Messages and hints drive subtle forms of social learning, as in
human societies, but have not been adequately studied. A hint is a
softer kind of social communication that has yet to be studied as a
driver of norm emergence. We investigate the following research
question.

RQsocial-communication. How does considering hints and norma-
tive messages in addition to sanctions influence norm emergence?

To address RQsocial-communication, we define two expressions of
normative information: explicit normative message [6] and implicit
hint as information.
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Contributions. We propose Nest (for Norm Enforcement with a
Soft Touch), a framework that accommodates norms imposed top-
down and enables norm emergence. Nest includes normative infor-
mation from three types of social communication; that information
facilitates social learning.

We evaluate Nest experimentally via a simulation of a pandemic
scenario. We examine societies characterized by three distinct social
communication types: a sanction, a tell or direct messaging, and a
hint. Our results demonstrate that introducing normative informa-
tion communicated via hints and direct messaging enables faster
norm emergence, avoids undesirable consequences such as negative
sanctions and deviation from goals, and yields higher satisfaction
overall in a society. Notably, in societies with low vaccination rates,
individuals learn that engaging in self-isolation is praiseworthy,
and short-term compromises prevent major penalties.

Organization. Section 2 introduces key concepts of Nest and
describes how agents’ decision-making works in Nest. Section 3
details the pandemic simulation we create to evaluate Nest. Sec-
tion 4 presents results from our simulation experiments. Section 5
discusses other relevant research. Section 6 concludes with a sum-
mary of our findings, limitations, threats to validity, and future
directions.

2 NEST
A Nest agent selects actions considering their goals, environmental
norms, and social communication [3, 28, 40, 44].

A Nest agent learns from observations. Following Example 2, on
receiving Charlie’s message, Becka learns that she may be reported
to local authorities if she does not self-isolate. In Example 3, Becka
may have misread David’s coldness as directed at her.

When making decisions, a Nest agent activates those norms
related to itself based on its knowledge [8]. The normative reasoning
process enables Nest agents to reason over the possible outcome of
norm compliance or violation. After executing a chosen action, the
agent checks if a norm has been fulfilled or violated. The compliance
and violation of norms then trigger social communication.

2.1 Key Concepts

We now introduce the key concepts in Nest.

Goal. A goal is a condition over the state of the world that an
agent wants to achieve. The outcome of a goal upon performing a
selected action is a binary value: achieved or not.

Norm. A norm defines the relationship between an agent (sub-
ject) on whom the norm is focused and an agent (object) with
respect to whom the norm arises. An agent can invest effort on
its norm or has its freedom curtailed by the object. We consider
two norm types: Commitment and Prohibition [45]. A norm has
two other elements: (1) antecedent, the conditions under which the
norm is activated, and (2) consequent, the conditions under which
the norm is satisfied or violated. A commitment norm can either be
satisfied or violated when the consequent holds or not, respectively.
A prohibition norm is violated when the consequent holds and is
satisfied if the consequent never holds [10].

Sanction. A sanction refers to a positive, negative, or neutral
reaction directed from one agent toward another. A sanction is
typically in response to a norm satisfaction or norm violation. Sanc-
tions in the real world include subtle instances like the expression
of emotions [35].

Tell. A tell or a normative message specifies the cause and the
effect. The effect describes a potential reward or punishment. For
example, Charlie’s specification in Example 2 includes whether a
norm is satisfied or violated and why.

Hint. A hint is an indirect clue that an agent expresses toward
another agent to guide its behavior. A hint requires the receiver to
infer the intended meaning. We model hints as subtle soft commu-
nications triggered by norm satisfaction or violation.

Reward Shaping. This refers to supplemental or “shaping” re-
wards (in addition to those from the environment) provided to
agents to move toward a certain goal or to encourage selecting
a certain action in a certain set of states [27]. Here, we consider
normative information from a tell or a hint as advice on potential
soft sanctions with different probabilities. That is, communication
types—tell and hint—are inferred as positive or negative rewards to
encourage or discourage taking specific actions.

2.2 Decision-Making

An agent’s behaviors include acting to maximize its payoff, and
engaging in social communication.

Action selection. An agent selects an action that satisfies its goal
and maximizes its actual and possible payoff. In the examples of
Section 1, Becka decides whether to go to the cafe depending on
her goals and her understanding of norms.

Social communication. An agent observes other agents’ behav-
iors and communicates via sanctions, messages, or hints if the
behaviors conflict with norms. In Example 1, Alice negatively sanc-
tions Becka based on the healthcare guidance of staying at home
when symptomatic. In Example 2, Charlie sends Becka a direct
message. In Example 3, David’s coldness toward Becka shows his
disapproval.

Reward Shaping. A tell or a hint serves as a look-ahead advice
on what will happen after a specific action. A shaping reward can
be defined as 𝑟 ′ = 𝑟 + 𝐹 where 𝑟 is the original reward function, and
𝐹 is the shaping reward function. With messages or hints, 𝐹 defines
the difference of potential values. Here, Φ is a potential function
that gives hints on states. And, 𝜅 defines the probability of a reward
from the knowledge or information.

𝐹 (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠′, 𝑎′) = 𝛾Φ(𝑠′, 𝑎′)𝜅 − Φ(𝑠, 𝑎) (1)

3 SIMULATION

We evaluate Nest via a simulated pandemic scenario where the
behaviors of agents influence the spread of a pandemic. We built our
pandemic environment using Mesa [29], a Python-based simulation
framework. Our focus is not to model the realism of contagion
spreading but to investigate how social communication influences



norms. Agents in the simulation use reinforcement learning to learn
the relationship between objectives and normative behaviors.

3.1 Pandemic Scenario

In the simulated environment, an agent moves between four places:
home (unique for each agent), park, cafe, and (vaccination) clinic.
An agent has a goal to rest, hike, shop, be_vaccinated. It selects ac-
tions from among the following: stay_home, visit_park, visit_cafe,
and visit_clinic. Any two agents present at the same place may in-
teract with equal probability at each step. Agents have the capacity
to interpret each other’s communications, and all forms of social
communication are genuine and honest.

At each step, an agent observes its environment and moves based
on factors such as death, goal satisfaction, sanctions, messages,
hints, and norm satisfaction or violation. After all agents move,
they evaluate each other’s behaviors and communicate accordingly.
Communications directed to one agent are visible to other agents in
the same location. An agent who witnesses social communication
between others can learn from the communication.

3.2 Disease Model

Our disease model is simplified from the Susceptible-Exposed-
Infected-Recovered (SEIR) model [7, 50] and captures the effec-
tiveness of vaccines. As shown in Figure 1, each agent begins in a
healthy state. Upon encountering an infected agent (not shown), it
transitions to the asymptomatic phase of the disease, showing no
symptoms despite being infected. As the symptoms progress, an
agent becomes mildly symptomatic, then critically symptomatic,
and in the worst case, deceased. Vaccination offers protection by re-
ducing the probability that agents can become infected and advance
toward critical symptomatic or deceased. Home-based recovery is
the primary treatment during the pandemic.

We base the probabilities of how COVID-19 evolves on Poletti
et al. [37]. We set the infection probability to 80% and the effective-
ness of vaccination at 50% to represent a more infectious variant
and speed up the simulation. Apart from vaccination, we set the
probability of the symptoms to progress as Figure 1. The intuition is
that each infected person provides an opportunity for the symptoms
to progress to the next phase or recover.

We assume home stay improves recovery from infection. Below,
we write “isolation” when a home stay is voluntary and “quar-
antine” when it is forced. We set a 50% probability to negatively
sanction those who exhibit mild symptoms and an 80% probability
to sanction those who exhibit critical symptoms but are not isolated.
Table 1 shows partial observability of the health states of others
(e.g., a healthy person who has watery eyes because of an accident
with pepper may be perceived as sick (Mild)).

Table 1: Imperfect observation of another’s health state.

Actual: Belief Healthy Mild Critical

Healthy 0.80 0.10 0.10
Asymptomatic 0.50 0.50 0.00
Mild 0.30 0.60 0.10
Critical 0.10 0.30 0.60

Healthy Asymptomatic

Mild

Critical Deceased

0.8𝛼

0.36𝛼

0.2𝛽

0.01𝛼

0.1𝛽

0.05𝛽 0.2𝛼

Figure 1: Disease model with state transition probabilities.

The transition for healthy agents applies when coming in

contact with those who are infected. Here, 𝛼 and 𝛽 parame-

terize the transition probabilities for vaccination and home

rest, respectively. In our study, 𝛼 = 0.5means vaccinated, and

𝛼 = 1.0 means not vaccinated. And, 𝛽 = 2.0 means at home

and 𝛽 = 1.0means not at home. For example, the edge weight

fromMild to Critical can be read as 0.01 for vaccinated agents

and 0.005 for unvaccinated agents. The probability of remain-

ing in a state is 1− the probability of evolving to the next

state.

3.3 Social Norm

We initialize the environmentwith a social norm that healthy agents
prohibit infected agents from staying in a public space. We frame
the norm as a prohibition as below.

1 norm type = {Prohibition},

2 subject = {Infected_Agent},

3 object = {Healthy_Agent},

4 antecedent = {obs_health =[MILD , CRITICAL]},

5 consequent = {loc=[PARK , CAFE , CLINIC ]}

When the antecedent and consequent both hold, the prohibition is
violated, and a sanction is given to the subject. The sanction is a
numerical reward, in this case negative, to the agent who violates
the prohibition. A negative reward represents an undesirable state.
When an agent receives normative information from others indicat-
ing or stating this prohibition, it considers the sanction a potential
reward Φ. According to the social communication type, the agent
infers the shaping reward.

3.4 Normative Information Communication

We formalize normative information via conditionals indicating
that the stated consequent will be brought out when the presented
antecedent holds. For example:

1 sender = {Observer_Agent},

2 receiver = {Actor_Agent},

3 info type = {MESSAGE},

4 antecedent = {obs_health=CRITICAL ,loc=CAFE},

5 consequent = {PUNISHMENT}

3.5 Types of Societies

We consider societies based on three kinds of social communication:
sanctioning, telling or direct messaging, and providing hints.



3.5.1 Baseline 1: Primitive society. Agents apply no social commu-
nication and act solely based on goal satisfaction (payoffs).

3.5.2 Baseline 2: Penalty society. Agents obtain negative sanctions
for violating a social norm, as in Example 1. Healthy agents may
punish infected agents who enter a public space by forcing them
to quarantine. In that case, within the following few timesteps,
a punished agent’s position is changed to home regardless of its
wishes.

3.5.3 Baseline 3: Emote society. This society is a variant of Nest
without shaping rewards. With some social norm in mind, agents
who violate or satisfy the social norm receive a social communica-
tion, such as expressed emotions, from others. These agents may
experience guilt or pleasure based on norm violation or satisfac-
tion. Emote is adapted from Tzeng et al. [46]. Infected agents who
wander in a public space may receive expressed emotions and feel
bad about their norm violation and may be forced to quarantine at
home by healthy agents.

3.5.4 Baseline 4: Tell society. This society is a variant of Nest
without the hint part, as in Example 2. Agents learn social norms
and convey normative messages upon witnessing a norm violation.
The normative message is adapted from Andrighetto et al. [6] and
includes what sanctions an agent will receive if it violates a norm.
Healthy agents interacting with infected agents in a public space
convey the social norm of staying away from public spaces to the
infected agents. Also, infected agents in a public space may be
forced to quarantine by healthy agents.

3.5.5 Nest: Hint Society. A society with our proposed agents. Nest
agents learn norms from sanctions and hints. In the simulation,
infected agents who wander in public spaces receive hints from
healthy agents via which they infer the normative information
about staying away from healthy agents. This information from
hints provides shaping rewards to agents to learn norms. Nest
agents may also experience pleasure or guilt based on norm vi-
olation or satisfaction. In addition, as in Penalty, Emote, and Tell,
infected agents in a public space may be forced to quarantine at
home by healthy agents.

3.6 Metrics

We compute six measures to evaluate Nest. MHealthy, MInfected,
MDeceased, MInfections, MVaccinated, and MGoal help identify the con-
sequences of agents’ behaviors or norm emergence. Moreover, these
measures provide insights into why specific norms emerge. MHome
and MQuarantine yield the percentage of self-isolation behaviors.

M
Healthy

Percentage of agents who are healthy.
M

Infected
Percentage of agents who are infected.

M
Deceased

Percentage of agents who are deceased.
M

Infections
Average number of infections.

M
Vaccinated

Percentage of agents who are vaccinated.
MHome Percentage of infected agents who stay home.
MQuarantine Number of agents forced to quarantine at home.

This measure maps to the social communication type sanc-
tioning.

M
Goal

The average goal satisfaction among agents.

A norm emerges when the proportion of agents following the
same behavior exceeds a threshold. We consider 90% as the thresh-
old [16].

3.7 Hypotheses

We evaluate three hypotheses. For each of them, we test statistical
significance with respect to its null hypothesis via the indepen-
dent t-test. We adopt Glass’ Δ as a measure of effect size since the
standard deviations are different between the societies [19, 20]. In
addition, we adopt Cohen’s [12] descriptors to interpret the effect
size. Specifically, an effect size magnitude in [0,0.2) indicates that
the difference is negligible and magnitudes in [0.2–0.5), [0.5–0.8),
and [0.8,∞) respectively indicate a small, a medium, and a large
effect.

HDisease control. Societies considering hints have better control
over disease spread than societies that do not consider hints. We
compare societies with respect to MHealthy, MInfected, MDeceased,
MInfections, and MVaccination.

HIsolation. Societies considering hints yield improved isolation
than other societies. We compare societies with respect to MHome,
MQuarantine, and MInfected.

HGoal. Agents in Nest have higher goal satisfaction than other
societies. We compare societies with respect to MGoal.

3.8 Experimental Setup

Table 2 lists the elements of the reward function for an agent, includ-
ing extrinsic rewards from the environment and intrinsic rewards
from an agent’s internal state. For data efficiency, we apply policy
parameter sharing [21] based on the assumption of the bystander.
We consider 100 agents (30 are infected initially) with the simu-
lated world lasting for 2,000 steps. Each society stabilizes within
1,500 steps. We train our agents for 100,000 steps, and report results
averaged over 20 runs.

We consider normative information as shaping rewards that are
part of intrinsic rewards. Specifically, we incorporate knowledge of
being punished in the future from tell or hint into our simulation.
Table 2 lists elements based on Nest agents’ appraisal of their states.

3.8.1 Information Balance. As messages and hints provide addi-
tional normative information to learn, we keep the social commu-
nication distributions at the same level to balance the amount of
information that agents receive from a combination of commu-
nication types. Specifically, since enhancing communication can
improve learning, we adjust the communication-type distributions
to balance the information across the societies. Table 3 lists the prob-
ability distribution over the various types of social communication
we apply for each society. Specifically, we have the following.

• Sanction is the probability of an agent being compelled to
quarantine. An agent considers a negative sanction as a
punishment.

• Tell is the probability that an agent receives a tell from its
neighbors. An agent regards a tell as a potential sanction.
Therefore, it carries 50% of the weight of an actual sanction.

• Emote is the probability that an agent receives an implicit
communication, such as via an expressed emotion conveying



Table 2: Reward function. Sanctioning means quarantine.

An agent’s extrinsic rewards come from the environment

and intrinsic rewards come from its current internal state.

Norm satisfaction or violation is based on the action and the

perceived health state of others instead of the actual health

state.

Component Type Reward

Deceased Extrinsic −2
Sanctioning Extrinsic −1
Goal satisfaction Intrinsic +1
Goal violation Intrinsic −1
Norm satisfaction (self) Intrinsic +0.5
Norm violation (self) Intrinsic −0.5
Norm satisfaction (other) Extrinsic +0.5
Norm violation (other) Extrinsic −0.5

a positive or a negative attitude. These communications serve
as subtle sanctions but are distinguished from “sanctions” as
formalized here.

• Hint is the probability that an agent receives a positive or
negative attitude as an implicit communication. The agent
interprets a hint as a potential sanction with 30% of the
weight of the actual sanction.

Table 3: Social communication distributions. In each soci-

ety, agents send a combination of the three kinds of social

communication. To balance the amount of information, we

adjust the distributions of immediate (I) and potential (P)

rewards as here. Here, wI and wP describe the weights as-

sociated with the rewards. Emote expresses other-directed

attitudes towards others’ behaviors as sanctions and has a

self-directed attitude toward the self.

Social communication distribution

Society Sanction Tell Emote Hint None wI wPI P I I+P

Primitive 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0 0
Penalty 38% 0% 0% 0% 62% 1 0
Tell 20% 18% 0% 0% 62% 1 0.5
Emote 20% 0% 18% 0% 62% 1 + 0.5 0
Nest: Hint 20% 0% 0% 18% 62% 1 + 0.5 0.3

3.8.2 Reinforcement Learning Parameters for Social Communication.

Nest and baseline agents employ Q-learning [48] to learn norms.
Q-learning is a model-free reinforcement learning algorithm that
learns by computing the action-state value𝑄 (𝑠, 𝑎) (Q value), which
indicates the expected and cumulative rewards for each state and ac-
tion. The Q function computes Q values with the weighted average
of the old value and the new information, and is given by:

𝑄 (𝑠, 𝑎) = 𝑄 (𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝛼 × (𝑟𝑡 + 𝛾 max
𝑎′

𝑄 (𝑠′, 𝑎′) −𝑄 (𝑠, 𝑎)) (2)

where𝑄 (𝑠, 𝑎) is the expected value for performing action 𝑎 in state
𝑠 . Here, 𝛼 is the learning rate and 𝛾 is the reward discount rate.
𝑠′ refers to the next state and 𝑎′ refers to possible actions in 𝑠′.
Q-learning finds the optimal policy by approximating the value of
an action for a given state.

Messages give precise causality between claimed behaviors and
possible sanctions. On the contrary, hints provide subtle norma-
tive information for behaviors, which requires further inference.
While hints and messages provide different probabilities of possible
sanctions, we model normative information with approving and
disapproving attitudes as shaping rewards. Specifically, we asso-
ciate approving and disapproving attitudes with norm satisfaction
and violation. The potential rewards are calculated from the social
communication based on the communication type. We set 𝜅 as 0.30
for hints and 𝜅 as 0.50 for tells, where 𝜅 is the probability of a pos-
sible sanction from normative information. These parameters are
selected empirically. Note that the trends in results are consistent
with changes in parameters.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We now discuss the results for RQsocial-communication. Table 4 sum-
marizes the simulation results and the corresponding statistical
analysis for RQsocial-communication. For each hypothesis, the metric
reported is upon convergence.

Table 4: Comparing Nest with baseline societies on various

metrics and their statistical analysis with Glass’ Δ. All p-
values are <0.001. The metrics reported are calculated upon

convergence. Nest defeats all the others on all the metrics.

But Emote is 3–3 with Tell (2 ties). Surprisingly, Emote also

loses to Penalty 3–5.

Prim. Pen. Emote Tell Nest

H
D
is
ea
se

co
nt
ro
l

MInfected 13.29 2.65 3.78 2.96 0.22
Δ 0.96 0.25 0.30 0.26 –

MHealthy 46.31 77.60 67.11 76.27 97.54
Δ 17.54 3.22 4.79 3.23 –

MDeceased 41.01 19.75 29.10 20.78 2.08
Δ 3.25 5.74 5.27 5.48 –

MInfections 48.31 13.83 19.09 15.16 2.07
Δ 2.59 6.21 5.56 6.00 –

MVaccinated 82.41 36.72 32.69 35.33 93.57
Δ 1.03 16.21 15.86 14.78 –

H
Is
ol
at
io
n MHome 0.61 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.99

Δ 1.76 0.29 0.38 0.35 –

MQuarantine – 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.00
Δ – 0.26 0.28 0.26 –

H
G
oa
l MGoal 0.19 0.26 0.23 0.26 0.31

Δ 3.04 3.01 3.67 3.04 –



4.1 HDisease control

To evaluate HDisease control, we measure the proportion of healthy
(MHealthy), infectious (MInfected), and deceased (MDeceased) agents.
We also track the average number of infections (MInfections) and
vaccination rate (MVaccinated). Infectious agents include those who
are asymptomatic, mild symptomatic, and critical. Figure 2 reports
these metrics. These simulations start from a 30% infection rate
in each society. First, Nest has a lower fraction of infected agents
(0.22) than Primitive (13.29), Penalty (2.65), Emote (3.78), and
Tell (2.96). The effect is large for Primitive and small for Penalty
and Tell, but negligible for Emote.

Second, Nest produces a larger number of healthy agents (97.54)
than Primitive (46.31), Penalty (77.60), Emote (67.11), and Tell
(76.27). The effect is large.

Third, Nest has a lower fraction of deceased agents (2.08) than
Primitive (41.01), Penalty (19.75), Emote (29.10), and Tell (20.78).
Nest has a lower MInfections(2.07) than Primitive (48.31), Penalty
(13.83), Emote (19.09), and Tell (15.16). The effect is large for each
case.

With regard to MVaccinated, Nest has a higher vaccination rate
(93.57) than Primitive (82.41), Penalty (36.72), Emote (32.69), and
Tell (35.33). The effect is large.

With MVaccinated, we observe that a vaccination norm emerges
with a majority above 90% in Nest. Specifically, even without a
top-down imposed shared expectation on vaccination, most agents
in Nest learn that vaccination maximizes their payoff. The emerged
vaccination norm can be articulated as below.

1 norm type = {Commitment},

2 subject = {Alive_Agent},

3 object = {Other_Agent},

4 antecedent = {vaccinated=FALSE;

5 actual_health =[HEALTHY ,

6 ASYMPTOMATIC , MILD , CRITICAL]},

7 consequent = {loc=[ CLINIC ]}

In societies where vaccination rates are low, agents learn that prac-
ticing self-isolation is commendable and that making short-term
compromise can help avoid major penalties.

4.2 HIsolation

To evaluate HIsolation, we measure the proportion of infected agents
who stay at home (MHome), the number of agents in quarantine
(MQuarantine), and the percentage of infected agents (MInfected in
societies. Figure 3 exhibits plots comparing MHome and MQuarantine.

We observe that Nest yields a higher tendency to stay isolated
(0.99) when infected than Primitive (0.61), Penalty (0.96), Emote
(0.95), and Tell (0.95). The effect is large for Primitive and small
for the others.

Nest has a lower MQuarantine (0.00) than Penalty (0.03), Emote
(0.02), and Tell (0.02). The effect is small.

From MHome and MQuarantine and MInfected, we observe that a
norm emerges with a majority above 90% in all societies other than
Primitive. The emerged self-isolation norm is as below.

1 norm type = {Commitment},

2 subject = {Infected_Agent},

3 object = {Healthy_Agent},
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Figure 2:Nest results in the least infected and deceased agents

with the highest vaccination rate among all societies. How-

ever, despite a lower fraction of vaccinated agents, Emote

has fewer infected and deceased agents, and more healthy

agents than other baselines. The effect is large for the com-

parisons of M
Deceased

andM
Infections

. For M
Infected

, the effect

is negligible for Emote and small for Penalty and Tell and

large for Primitive. Appendix B includes plots for the first

500 steps where the differences are noticeable.

4 antecedent = {actual_health =[MILD , CRITICAL]},

5 consequent = {loc=[HOME]}



Specifically, agents in societies with the mask-wearing norm learn
to comply with the norm and stay self-isolated when infected. Fur-
thermore, we see that this norm emerges fastest in Nest (0.99). With
more subtle attitudes and information from hints, agents in Nest
learn faster than those in Tell.
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Figure 3: Isolation is higher in Emote and Nest (effect is

small) than in societies that lack hints.Nest puts fewer agents

in quarantine to achieve stable cooperation than Penalty

and Tell. The effect is negligible for Emote and small for

Penalty and Tell.

4.3 HGoal

To evaluate HGoal, we measure the goal satisfaction (MGoal) in
societies. Figure 4 plots MGoal in societies. We observe that agents
in Nest yield higher goal satisfaction (0.31) than the Primitive
(0.19), Penalty (0.26), Emote (0.23), and Tell (0.26). The effect is
small for Emote and large for the other societies.

5 RELATEDWORK

Research on norms and norm emergence closely relates to our con-
tributions. Andrighetto et al. [6] show that a combination of verbal
normative information, specifically positive normative content, and
negative sanction leads to higher andmore stable cooperation—with
both human subjects and agent-based simulation. These models
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Primitive

Penalty

Emote

Tell
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Goal satisfaction

Figure 4: Nest yields more goal satisfaction than Primitive,

Penalty, Emote, and Tell. The effect is small for Emote

and large for the other societies.

include normative reasoning but leave out softer notions of com-
munication, such as hints. Kalia et al. [23] demonstrate how social
communication, such as emotions, influences norm satisfaction.
Hints in Nest could be understood as emotions, but hints serve both
as a sanctioning approach and providing information about norms.

Bourgais et al. [9] present an agent architecture that integrates
cognition, personality, norms, and social relations with the concep-
tion of contagion to simulate humans and improve the explainabil-
ity of behaviors. Argente et al. [8] propose an abstract normative
emotional agent architecture, an extension of BDI architecture that
combines emotional, normative, and cognitive components. Tzeng
et al. [46] combine a normative model, a BDI model, and emotions
for the decision-making process. Agents in Nest learn from their in-
teractions with the environment and further interpret norms from
various kinds of social communication.

Mashayekhi et al. [30] propose a norm emergence framework
that operates on conflict detection and inequity aversion. Their
framework enables agents to pass experience with utilities, asso-
ciated states, and actions to agents of the same type. Nest agents
maximize personal payoff while social communications propel the
norm emergence.

Dignum et al. [18] associate the interventions that governments
can take and their economic and social consequences with the SEIR
model since effective and sustainable solutions cannot exist without
considering these factors. Nest further takes social communication
into consideration.

de Mooij et al. [15] develop a large-scale data-driven agent-based
simulation model where each agent reasons about their internal
attitudes and external factors to simulate behavioral interventions
in the real world. Nest enables norm emergence and accommodates
imposed norms.

Dell’Anna et al. [17] introduce a norm-revision component that
uses data collected from interactions and an estimation of agents’
preferences to modify sanctions at runtime. de Lima et al. [14]
enable agents to pick sanctions appropriate to the context. Realpe-
Gómez et al. [38] present a model in which agents incorporate
personal and normative considerations. Specifically, agents make
decisions that maximize their respective payoffs while appraising



their group’s social norms. Nest defines the utility function based
on normative information learned from social communication.

Airiau et al. [2] propose a model that supports the emergence
of social norms by learning from the interactions of a group of
agents. In Nest, we include cognition via social communication.
Hao et al. [22] propose learning strategies based on local explo-
ration and global exploration to support the emergence of social
norms. Whereas their model focuses on maximizing the average
payoffs among agents, Nest focuses on investigating the influence
of social communication. Agrawal et al. [1] and Ajmeri et al. [4]
show that robust norms emerge when agents deviating from norms
provide rationales for their deviations, either in the form of norma-
tive explanations [1] or by revealing elements of their context [4].
Nest complements these works—Nest agents learn norms via social
communication from other agents observing deviations.

Morales et al. [32] focus on the stability of synthesized norms
that are verified by an evolutionary process. Savarimuthu et al.
[41] propose an algorithm to identify obligation norms based on
association rule mining, a data mining technique. Pernpeintner [36]
proposes a governance approach that restricts action spaces based
on publicly observable behaviors and transitions.

Levy and Griffiths [24] propose a framework that introduces
congested actions where an agent’s reward is not from pairwise
interaction but is a function of others’ actions and the environ-
ment. Nest enables social learning from personal observation or
by normative information sharing from explicit messages or softer
notions of social communications including hints.

Sami et al. [39] propose potential-based reward shaping via a
convolutional neural network to construct the potential function
on Hidden Markov Models while using message passing. Whereas
the messages in their work refer to the approximation of rewards
in forward message and backward message, Nest regards messages
and hints as the approach of agents for communicating normative
information and acting as potential rewards.

6 DISCUSSION

During and after COVID-19, abundant research has investigated
the effects of interventions against the spread of the virus. However,
little research considers policy violations, which are the essential
drivers of a pandemic. Modeling social communications within
our framework enables a more realistic simulation of individuals’
decisions, e.g., obedience or noncompliance to interventions against
the spread of the pandemic.

We present an approach that combines models of social com-
munication to address the emergence of norms. The novelty of
our approach arises from its comprehensive treatment of the three
main kinds of social communication that drive norm emergence:
sanctions, tells, and hints. Including normative information from
tells and hints enables indirect social learning, which resembles
human behaviors in the real world.

6.1 Summary of Findings

Our main findings are that agents who communicate via hints and
respond to normative information converge to norms faster than
those who respond only to hard sanctions or explicit communica-
tion of approval or disapproval. Societies that consider hints are

more robust in complying with the converged norms than those
that do not consider hints. In our experiments, Nest and Emote
exceed the 90% of norm emergence threshold faster than other soci-
eties and their compliance with the converged norm is higher than
in Primitive, Penalty, and Tell. Emote does not defeat Penalty
and Tell on all metrics, but enhancing it to Nest makes a difference.

Specifically, in the pandemic environment simulation environ-
ment (1) Nest enables better control on the spread of disease than
other societies, (2) agents in Nest and Emote learn the self-isolation
norm faster and are more willing to isolate themselves when in-
fected, (3) agents in Nest have higher goal satisfaction than the
other societies. As a result, Nest agents effectively avoid infection
risk and yield higher satisfaction than baseline agents.

6.2 Limitations and Threats to Validity

We identify and mitigate three threats. First, humans have limited
observations of each other and may deceive or withhold informa-
tion. To mitigate this threat in evaluation, we made simplifying
assumptions that agents can infer each other’s communications
and that all communication between agents is genuine and honest.
Second, we base our simulation on predefined payoffs and prob-
abilities. Obtaining accurate valuations of disease transition may
require significant time and effort. We mitigate this threat by apply-
ing data from the literature. Third, variations exist in the severity
of penalties and the probabilities of softer sanctions within social
communications. Our study presents societies with diverse forms of
social communications to demonstrate the efficacy of our approach.

6.3 Future Directions

As AI becomes part of our daily lives, incorporating human ethics
into AI becomes a necessary problem [11, 26, 43, 49]. Since human
behavior is driven by the pursuit of values, studying human values
helps us understand human decisions and create agents that reason
over human values [5, 25, 34]. Social communication could also
convey values. Whereas Montes and Sierra [31] automate norm
synthesis based on value promotion, an interesting direction is to
embed values into autonomous agents. That is, how can we de-
velop agents that are capable of making value-aligned decisions?
A line of future research is to investigate dimensions of emotions,
physical arousal, that describes the strength of the emotional state
[13]. Another future direction includes considering a mix of per-
sonality types in Nest [47]. We can investigate how different values
influence human interactions in future research to support high
heterogeneity.
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A CODE AND PARAMETERS

Table 5 lists the hyperparameters in our simulation. The codebase
for our social simulation is available on GitHub: https://github.com/
ChristineTzeng/Nest-AAMAS2024/.

B ADDITIONAL RESULTS

Figure 5 plots the total number of infected agents in various soci-
eties.
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Figure 5: Comparing the average number of infections

(M
Infections

) in various societies. Nest yields fewer infections

on average than other societies. The effect is large.

Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 shows plots for the number of infected,
deceased, healthy, and vaccinated agents in the first 500 steps in
various societies, where the differences are noticeable.
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Figure 6: Comparing the number of infected agents in the

first 500 steps. The differences are noticeable here.

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the number of agents in isolation
and quarantine, respectively, in various societies in the first 500
steps of the simulation.
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Figure 7: Comparing the number of deceased agents in the

first 500 steps. The differences between Nest and Emote are

noticeable here.
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Figure 8: Comparing the number of healthy agents in the

first 500 steps. The differences are noticeable here.
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Figure 9: Comparing the number of vaccinated agents in

the first 500 steps. The differences between Nest and other

societies are noticeable here.
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Table 5: Hyperparameters.

Parameter Value Comment

Learning rate 𝛼 0.001 The parameter that controls the rate of update on the estimation
of state-action values

Discount factor 𝛾 0.9 The parameter that defines if future rewards would be consid-
ered

Simulation step per action 1 The duration of each action’s timesteps
Population size 100 The number of agents in one society
Infection % 0.3 The default fraction of infected agents in a society
Certainty of potential reward 0.3 Value for 𝜅 for certainty of possible sanctions from normative

information through hints
Certainty of potential reward 0.5 Value for 𝜅 for certainty of possible sanctions from normative

information messages
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Figure 10: Comparing the number of agents in isolation

(MHome) in Nest and other societies in the first 500 steps.
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Figure 11: Comparing the number of agents in quarantine

(MQuarantine) in Nest and other societies in the first 500 steps.
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